LCG Wins National Institute of General Medical Science Chief Information Office Professional Support Contract

ROCKVILLE, MD (July 16, 2021) – LCG Inc today announced a multi-year contract to support the National Institute of General Medical Science (NIGMS) in providing Internet Website Design, Content Management and Maintenance Support.

“NIGMS sought out an organization that could provide a broad range of Strategic & Transformative IT Advisory and Enterprise Architecture Services,” said Chanaka Perera, CTO of LCG Inc. “We look forward to delivering our differentiated Digital Government capabilities to help enhance NIGMS’s mission support and extending our role as our customers’ most trusted partner.”

LCG joins the CIO’s Office of the Information Resources Management Branch (IRMB) to provide CIO Support and PMO services. Additionally, LCG will provide general IT architecture services support to modernize and improve efficacy within the Institute.

About the National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)

The National Institute of General Medical Science (NIGMS) is one of the 27 institutes and centers that makeup the National Institutes of Health, the largest biomedical research agency in the world. NIGMS supports basic research that increases understanding of biological processes and lays the foundation for advances in disease diagnosis, treatment and prevention.

About LCG Inc

Since 1994, LCG has supported Federal Information & Technology (I&T) Organizations to bring precision technology to achieve mission capability and performance success. Our approach centers around providing technology as enablers to deliver government services. It has been a priority of our firm to bring emerging technology capability to transform how the government operates, collaborates, and interacts with citizens.

Additional details on LCG can be found at https://www.lcginc.com/